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Grand Blues

From the ﬁrst look to ﬁrst
listen these speakers bring
to mind those esoteric
”unattainable brands”
that are just as famous
for their price as they are
for their sound.
Yet despite the fact our Credos
are painstakingly made
by hand from cabinets to
crossovers, and feature
DHLab™Wire for all internal
wiring, Mundorf™ Polypropylene
Capacitors & both SEAS™ & our
own proprietary drivers, you’ll
ﬁnd that the only thing that’s
outrageously expensive about
Credos is the way they sound.

Most audiophile manufacturers would
be content with producing one speaker
system as compelling as the Blues, but as
you already know, Audes is far from most
audio manufacturers. Case in point, our
Grand Blues. As the name denotes, these
speakers are a ”grander” as in larger,
version of the speaker that changed
industry perceptions “two ears at a time”.
Designed to be our ﬂagship product, the
“GRAND” is essentially “double” the size of
the Blues though every bit as eﬃcient and
even more capable, of recreating the most
demanding music... no matter the music
and to do so with a true ‘’you are there”
quality, not found in speakers with way
“grander” price tags. No matter if your
passion is purely music, or making the
home theater of your dreams a reality,
or for that matter, even both, one audition
will convince you, these Blues have more
than a heart... they have a soul.

Blues
The only thing more distinctive than their
look is their sound. AUDES BLUES is our
legendary product. It has been an admiration all over the globe for nearly a decade.
It is a result of continues eﬀort to deliver
reference quality product.
AUDES BLUES is our pride and joy.
It represents foundation of our design
principles as well as extraordinary audio
engineering achievement and dedication
to majestic world of music. Thanks to their
unique three way chamber dual step
design, their reproduction quality rivals
if not exceeds speakers costing thousands more. Virtually handcrafted from
crossovers to cabinet using world’s best
audiophile components, our Blues will
breathtakingly reproduce the most subtle
tonal colors of the audio spectrum.
If you are a music aﬁcionado or home
theater enthusiast, AUDES BLUES will
capture your heart and will be an integral
part of your home entertainment system.

SPECIFICATIONS
Nominal impedance
Max. long term power
Max. short term power
Frequency range (±2 dB)
Lf corner (-6 dB)
Crossover frequency
Sensitivity (2,83V/1m)
Woofer
Midrange
Tweeter
Front grill
Dimensions HxWxD
Dimensions HxWxD
Dimensions base
Weight
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4 Ohm
150 W
250 W
40-20 000 Hz
34 Hz
200/2100 Hz
91 dB
2 x 200 mm (8”) cone type
2 x 110 mm (4,5”) cone type
27 mm (1”) soft dome type
Removable
1575 x 235 x 470 mm
62 x 7½ x 18½ inches
355 x 495 mm / 12¾ x 19½ inches
60 kg / 132 lbs

4 Ohm
130 W
200 W
45-20 000 Hz
38 Hz
200/2100 Hz
90 dB
200 mm (8”) cone type
2 x 110 mm (4,5”) cone type
27 mm (1”) soft dome type
Removable
1190 x 205 x 370 mm
46¾ x 8 x 14½ inches
280 x 400 mm / 11 x 15¾ inches
35 kg / 77 lbs
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Jazz
Like the musical idiom that is their namesake, our new Jazz speakers have a highly
deﬁnedyet paradoxically, an unstructuredalmost ambient quality to their sound
reproduction. And despite their name,
these speakers are designed to realize
the potential of anything from a soaring
symphonic crescendo, to a searing fusion
sax solo, to even the most scorching
surround sound DVD. Of course that level
of versatility should come as no surprise
when you realize that they were inspired
by our groundbreaking Blues product line.
Virtually identical in their overall
musicality, yet a bit more aﬀordable,
the sound and value combination oﬀered
by these speakers will get even the most
jaded audiophile “Jazzed”!

It’s our newest member in our Credo
family of great loudspeakers.
AUDES Adagio is a unique blend of artistic
design and high end audio concept.
It oﬀers an amazing combination of
powerful bass and absolutely remarkable
level of detail, making it an ideal choice for
those who seek a perfect companion that
would be suitable for today’s advanced
digital and analogue music formats.
Two channel or home theater applications,
AUDES ADAGIO will perform with
seamless accuracy, capturing and creating
an unforgettable experience in high
quality home entertainment.

4 Ohm
120 W
160 W
46-22 000 Hz
37 Hz
1800 Hz
90 dB
2 x 165 mm (6½”) cone type
27 mm (1”) soft dome type
Removable
1168 x 245 x 350 mm
46 x 10 x 14 inches
320 x 380 mm / 12 x 15 inches
34 kg / 75 lbs

8 Ohm
75 W
100 W
47-22 000 Hz
37 Hz
1800 Hz
86 dB
165 mm (6½”) cone type
27 mm (1”) soft dome type
Removable
1000 x 290 x 343 mm
40 x 11½ x 13½ inches
320 x 380 mm / 12½ x 15 inches
26 kg / 57 lbs
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Adagio
Studio
In the “time is money” environment of music and sound recording, nothing matters
more than absolute accuracy. That’s why
our Studio speakers are rapidly developing
a following of the most serious of aﬁcionados-performers and producers. Thanks to
a small size that proves conclusively that
great things do come in small packages,
our Studios have the ability to turn even
the most limited of spaces into a real
“listening environment”.
Recently, we have revised the design
concept of AUDES STUDIO. The latest
upgrades impacted the entire system,
making one of the most desirable medium
size bookshelf speakers in the industry.
You would fall in love with this truly
extraordinary product.

8 Ohm
80 W
120 W
49-20 000 Hz
41 Hz
1800 Hz
86 dB
165 mm (6½”) cone type
27 mm (1”) soft dome type
Removable
360 x 270 x 350 mm
14¼ x 102/3 x 13¾ inches
14 kg / 31 lbs
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Grand Sentral
Grand Sentral was designed to provide a
home theater enthusiast with seemingly
limitless dynamic range and bass
capability. It is a reﬁned, mind-blowing
performer. It was created to reproduce
voice and music with a precise, lifelike,
multi-dimensional realism.
It brings the action, characters and the
entire cast of your favorite ﬁlm into your
own dream home theater.
AUDES GRAND SENTRAL helps to deliver
new cutting-edge technology of ﬁlm and
music without compromise of traditional
concepts of audiophile principles.
It is a perfect companion to our legendary
products like BLUES, GRAND BLUES and
JAZZ. 2-way, bass reﬂex center channel.

Sentral
Out dedication and love for music paved
the road to a creation of one of the most
important elements in home cinema
design – The Center Speaker.
AUDES SENTRAL was created as
a high-end home theater product while
remaining true to the audiophile principles
and concepts.
It will deliver thrilling sounds allows
listeners to hear everything from the
faintest whisper to the loudest roar with
complete clarity. This center channel is also
timbre-matched to the entire range
of Credo Line speakers.
AUDES SENTRAL will make your center
channel the real center of attention.

SPECIFICATIONS
Nominal impedance
Max. long term power
Max. short term power
Frequency range (±2 dB)
Lf corner (-6 dB)
Crossover frequency
Sensitivity (2,83V/1m)
Woofer
Tweeter
Front grill
Dimensions HxWxD
Dimensions HxWxD
Weight

4 Ohm
120 W
160 W
53-20 000 Hz
44 Hz
2000 Hz
89 dB
2 x 165 mm (6½”) cone type
27 mm (1”) soft dome type
Removable
205 x 670 x 325 mm
8 x 27 x 13 inches
16 kg / 40 lbs

4 Ohm
70 W
100 W
80-20 000 Hz
60 Hz
2800 Hz
89 dB
2 x 130 mm (5”) cone type
27 mm (1”) soft dome type
Removable
170 x 650 x 245 mm
25½ x 62/3 x 9¾ inches
11 kg / 24 lbs

AUDES Credo line is available
in variety of ﬁne wood veneer ﬁnishes:
natural cherry, mahogany, black ash.
Optionally, exotic ﬁnishes available
such as burl wood in matte or
ﬁne piano gloss ﬁnishes.

AUDES CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
Pae str. 3a, Johvi, 41533, Estonia
phone: +372-33-95651, fax: +372-33-95655
e-mail: audes@estpak.ee
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AUDES SALES and MARKETING
AUDES USA INC.
58 Winding Brook Drive, Matawan, NJ, 07747
phone: 866-24-AUDES, fax: 732-765-0052
e-mail: naum@audesusa.com
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